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END TERM EXAMINATION
FOURTH SEMESTER B.TECH. MAy-20lO

Subject: Electromagnetic Fields & Transmission Line

Maximum Marks :75

Note: Q.1 is compulsory. Attempt one question from each unit. I

Ql (a) Differentiate between conduction current and displacement current. (2)

(b) Find the input impedance of distortionless transmission line at radio

frequency in both open and short circuited case. Also, state the condition for

Loss Line and also for distortion less transmission line. (3)

(c) Differentiate between group velocity and phase velocity. (2)

(d) Given a non-magnetic material having Er=3.2 and a==1.5xl0--4S/m. Find

numerical value at 3MHz for propogation constant and intrinsic impedance. (3)

(e) Explain the physical significance of curl of a vector. Calculate V'xA if

-( ) sin¢ ~
A r,¢,z ==--ar• (3)

r
(f) Transform the following vectors to cylindrical and spherical co-ordinates

D == (x + z)Gy' (4)

(g) A Transmission Line of characteristic impedance 500 is terminated by a

resistor 1000. What will be VSWR in the line? Calculate the impedances at

the voltage maxima and minima point. (4)

(h) A circular conductor of radius ro == lcm has an internal field

- 104 (1. r ) A / 7rH==- -2 smar--cosar a"A m, where a==-. Find the total current in
r a a 2ro

the conductor. (4)

UNIT-I

Q2 (a) Derive Poisson's equation. State the condition at which it becomes Laplace's

equation. In spherical co-ordinates v=o at r=0.2m and V=200volts at r=4m.
- -

Calculate E and D, assuming free space between these concentric

spherical shell. (2+1+3.5)

(b) State and explain Gauss Law of volume charge density of a given charge

distribution is given byp == po(;) in spherical co-ordinates. Determine the

electric flux density and field intensity at any point and also find V if v=o at

r == O. (3+3)

OR

Q3 (a) Find the volume charge density inside a sphereof radius 'a', given electric

. . . { Ar 4, r S a
fIeld mtensIty, Er == -2 • Also, explain Displacement Vector Dand

Ar , r> a

obtain its value. (6)

(b) In a certain Region the electric scalar potential is given by V == x3 +3l + Z2 •

Find the value of electric field at point P(1,-2,3)m. (2)

(c) (i) Determine the constant a, b, c so that

V == G)x + 2y + az)+ Gy(bx -3y- z)+ Gz(4x +cy + 2z)is irrotational. (3)

(ii) Determine the divergence offield Ddue to a point charge. (1.5)

UNIT-II

Q4 (a) The XYplane serve as interface between two different media Medium 1 (Z<O)

is filled with a material whoseJ-lr == 6 and medium 2(Z>0) is filled with a

P.T.O.
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material whose fir == 4. If the interface carries current (~oJa, rnA / m and'

[-2-)
U.

f

(6)Ih == 50, + 8a:mWb/ m2. Find HI and B2.

(bl State ohm's law. In free space E == 20 Cos (O){ 50x)a, V / m .

Calculate (i) ,~ (ii) H and (iii) OJ. (6.5)

OR

Q5 (a)~Write the Integral and differential form of Gauss Law for magnetostatic. Also,

show that an isolated magnetic charge does not exist. Verify it, if in a certain

. . H (2 21: 2" 4 2 2' A /.c<;mducting regIOn == yz x + y fix - Y xza, + X Y a, m. (6.5)

(b) If H == yar - xa,. A / m on plane z=O. (6)

(i) Determine current density.

(ii) Verify Ampere's Law by taking circulation of H around the edge of

rectangle z=O, 0 < x < 3. -1 < Y < 4 .

UNIT-III

(a) Show that uniform electromagnetic wave is Transverse in nature and its

characteristic impedance in free space is, 3770.. (6)

(b) What is skin depth? Calculate skin depth (5, propogation constant rand

wave velocity v at a frequency of 1.6MHz in aluminium whose

a = 38.2MS / m. fir == I. ,(6.5)

OR

Q7 (a) Derive Poynting Theorem. Explain the significance of each Term. In free

space £(z, t) == 50Cos(cot - j3z)Zi x V /111. Find the average power crossing a

circular area of radius 2.5m in the plane z=constant. (3+3.5)

(b) (i) At what frequency may earth be considered as a perfect dielectric, if

a == 5xl 0'-3 S / m, fir = 1, Er == 8. Can u be assumed zero at these frequencies. (3)

(ii) The electric intensity associated with a plane wave traveling in a perfect

dielectric is given by E(z,f)==lOCos(2;rx 107t-0.lm'T/m. Calculate the

velocity o[propogation, write down an expression for magnetic field intensity

associated with the wave if fI == flo' (3)

.~

./
Q6

UNIT-IV

Q8 (a) Define the characteristic impedance and input impedance of Transmission

Line, derive the expression for input impedance of Transmission Line of

Length 'L'. (6.5)

(b) (i) Explain impedance transformation property of a quarter wave

transmission line. (3)

(ii) Define VSWR and Reflection coefficient, obtain the relation behveen

them. (3)

Q9

OR

(a) The constant per kIn of a

R == 42.9n, L == 0,7mH. C == O.lflF, G == 24J171l n I •

velocity (ev := 5000rad !s).

(b) Show that when series Resistor R and the

Transmission Line are small but not negligible,

R rc G fL
may be written as a == 2 fL + 2"~c.

certain cable are

Calculate a. Zo and phase

(6)

Shunt Conductance G of

the attenuation constant u

(6.5)
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